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 Websites: www.hmartinfoundation.org (Implementation) 

  www.hmartinfoundation.com (History) 

February 7, 2014 

To:     The Seekers of Truth and Justice and to All Who Fight for What is 
Right and The Freedom that is of and for America 

I decided to put what I have to say in writing to impart the truth that will bring clarity to the 
Global Collateral Accounts that are in position in more than one hundred countries, to 
realize GOD’s Ultimate Program here on earth. The “new earth” will be a righteous 
society of people living on earth and the “new heavens” will be a perfect heavenly 
kingdom or government that will rule over this earthly society of people.  GOD’s 
original purpose did not change.  And it must be fulfilled in a new world (Isaiah 
55:11).

I, Flor Lat Villapando, the co-registered owner of the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East 
Humanitarian Services, serving as the Vice-World Chairman, Treasurer and Controlling 
Officer of all the generated assets and activities of the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION hereby 
declare:  The Sole Owner and Sole Signatory of the Global Collateral Accounts is the 
Founder and World Chairman of the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East 
Humanitarian Services, a foundation that was structured as - A Worldwide 
Humanitarian FUNDING Institution.  His name is Abba Martin Eddy Hornido 
Tirwatadinata, and he is fondly called by the Indonesian people as Abba Martin, which 
means “Father” in the Indonesian language.  The reason his name did not surface until 
now is because he has an “Irrevocable Confidentiality Agreements” with all his banks 
around the globe except with his banks in Indonesia.  His assets went side by side with 
what constitute as the Federal Reserve.  Papa Martin’s assets are clean, clear and of non-
criminal origin which became part of the Central Bank of the different countries of the 
world.  He did  not macro-manage nor micro-manage his assets nor did he request to 
receive any statements from his bank, thus, it propagated globally.  

Excerpts of the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION’s History: 

During the peak of Japan’s economy in 1997, the Founder / World Chairman of H. 

MARTIN FOUNDATION requested the royal couple of Japan to use a small part of his 

assets in Japan, to jumpstart his humanitarian goals.  I, Flor L. Villapando, gave an 

authority to a gentleman in New Jersey to open a bank account on behalf of the H. MARTIN 

FOUNDATION. He opened an account with Fleet Bank, then PNC NA Bank and Chemical 

Bank respectively. These banks readily closed the account upon receipt from Tokyo 

Mitsubishi Bank, a “Pre-advice to transfer (46Billion USD) forty six billion US dollars in 

seven tranches on behalf of the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION”. These incidents are very 

much documented in the United States Treasury. 

The H. MARTIN FOUNDATION’s assets are great in magnitude. The Founder lodged his 

and some of the kingdoms assets in the countries that lost the war. He made an 

“Irrevocable Confidentiality Agreement” with all his banks  except with his banks in 

Indonesia, that no one should ever know who own such funds.  You can just imagine how 

these assets propagated in thousands of banks and build the different countries of the world 

because this happened before Trading even began between the United States of America 

and Japan.   The assets in Japan was used to build Caterpillars, Honda Sedan, Toyota Land 

Cruisers etc., and many appliances you can find in many homes, etc. etc. The same thing 
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happened with his assets in the different countries such as Canada, Germany, Russia, 

United States of America, etc.. 

When Papa Martin sent me to London on May 1997 to meet with some investment bankers 

from Switzerland, I missed to get a visa which a Filipino passport holder must have.  I was 

sternly told by the Immigration officer upon checking-in at Heathrow airport to get the next 

flight back to Los Angeles. After about two hours of praying to GOD for the immigration 

officers to allow me to get in the United Kingdom, I was told by the immigration officer that 

I was the first Filipino National that was able to get in the UK without a visa.  They have 

verified the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION whose assets are running also in the London Stock 

Exchange. 

When I went to Switzerland on July   14, 1997, I presented the bankers connected with the 

US Treasury and a banker mandated by Federal Reserve, two account numbers with 

Toronto Dominion Bank Canada and told them there’s (2) two billion and (4) four billion 

US Dollars respectively.  The bankers created a document with the account numbers which 

they made me sign.  I did not know that it was immediately faxed to Federal Reserve  New 

York.  The bankers told me the history after the verification by Federal Reserve  New York.  

They said, “Initially, they were told to watch out for me closely because if the accounts 

were not real, I will be put to jail.”  The bankers told me, the account numbers I gave were 

newly opened accounts, two weeks before I went to Switzerland.  The funds transferred 

originated from the King of Indonesia, Abba Martin Eddy Hornido Tirwatadinata, is the 

Sole Signatory and the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION is the beneficiary.   

After staying in Switzerland for another week to work with the gentleman mandated by 

Federal Reserve to look at our assets with Bank Nationale de Paris and coordinating with 

Federal Reserve in New York, I was told by the bankers that the US Federal Reserve 

mentioned H. MARTIN FOUNDATION has NO CASH and must have its own platform 

because putting all the assets of the Traders combined, H. MARTIN FOUNDATION’s 

assets is still the biggest. In fact, the gentleman mandated by Federal Reserve told the 

bankers connected with the United States Treasury,  “You people put “King-Kong” on the 

table and you expect me to make him human?”, and they all laughed out loud.  

When I came back from Switzerland to United States, a “Command Performance” was 

done (to me and the Founder to find out if he is the real owner of the funds) by two Federal 

Reserve officers from New York together with the Chairman of Swiss Bank Corporation 

in Basel Switzerland and the bankers.  IF the Founder connected with me is NOT the real 

owner of the funds and IF we are NOT able to perform, I WILL BE DEPORTED out of 

United States of America back to the Philippines. I am currently STILL HERE living in 

California. 

To comply with the requirements to start up with Cash to get in the Trade program 

(currently called Private Placement Program) Papa Martin work with Mr. Peter Morgan of 

J. P. Morgan Trust to facilitate with the use of his International Credit Line the funding of a 

project by the Government of Indonesia and in exchange to receive as collateral the US 

Treasury Note issued by the United States Government to the Government of Indonesia. 

After the Agreement was signed by the parties and presented to the Highest Monetary 

Authorities, the transaction was turned down.  

The Founder and I worked on another transaction to comply with the requirement. Papa 

Martin sent a previous banker from Wall Street to represent the H. MARTIN 

FOUNDATION in Russia.  Our representative was met at the airport by the Presidential 

guards of Yeltzin and he dealt with the Minister of Finance and the top fifteen banks in 

Russia. During the ongoing transaction, I happened to ask our representative how did he 

came to know the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION. This was his story:  “He used to work in the 

New York Stock Exchange dealing with billion dollar accounts.  He got interested to write a 

book about the “cold war” between banks that he traced and back-tracked the four biggest 
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numbered accounts running in the New York Stock Exchange.  He said that one is the H. 

MARTIN FOUNDATION’S.” 

After years of training in high-level banking with actual banking transactions, Papa Martin  

sent me to Seoul, Korea where I dealt with different Chairman/Presidents of different 

corporations, Governor of Jeju Island, the owner and Chairman of Jeju Bank and Leaders 

of existing charitable organizations in Jeju, Busan, Kumsan and Seoul, Korea.  It was an 

actual performance not only introducing the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION but also drafting 

contracts and dealing with the different corporations in need of funding for their projects.  

They were able to verify themselves the reality of the assets of the H. MARTIN 

FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services in Korea.  

In our quest to get into the Trade Program where H. MARTIN FOUNDATION was 

approved with flying colors, Papa Martin himself together with my brother went to China in 

2006. Papa Martin was offered by the Chinese Government all their US Treasury Notes in 

exchange of all Papa Martin’s assets in China and at the same time they will help lead in 

the implementation of the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION’s Program. Papa Martin put down 

his pen at the last moment and did not go through with the agreement.  Currently, a 

Governor Inspector General of an International Organization for Economic Development 

was so interested in facilitating the redemption of a Liberty Bond (China) I presented 

through a banker.  We did not close any deal because Papa Martin and I would like to do 

Collaboration instead before we work on bringing out the funds. 

From the very beginning, Papa Martin would like to collaborate with the Government of the 

United States of America in the implementation of the different humanitarian programs and 

projects globally.  It is only through an Executive Order of a President of the United 

States of America that money can be printed against the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION’s 

assets because of its magnitude.  At that time, H. MARTIN FOUNDATION was required to 

prepare and present the Program how HMF is going to operate globally, the Projects we 

are going to implement and the People who are going to work on it.  During that time, I was 

asked who are going to work in the implementation of the projects because it is such a 

monumental task and at that time, many are employed. How do I see it happening and what 

is the avenue to dispense such big amount of money?  This is what took me years to prepare 

even without the funds after getting the training from Papa Martin in high-level banking. 

Through GOD-orchestrated events, I was able to know and meet many wonderful Leaders 

in the field of humanitarian here in the United States, Korea, Canada, Russia, London, 

Philippines, Panama, Spain, China, Japan, Singapore, etc.. Now the H. MARTIN 

FOUNDATION is very much ready with the Program, Projects and People. The “MODEL 

PROJECT” is a Humanitarian Services Mall to be called H. MARTIN Global 

Community Center (plus the name of the city or community).  This project once funded 

and implemented will provide services and create the very much needed jobs here in 

America and all over the world.  The “MODEL COUNTRY PROJECT”  will be the 

country of the Philippines. 

On November of 1996, having only the HMF Doctrine, Discussion of Humanitarian 

Projects and the Founder’s Vision as the fundamental instruments for my guide, I found out 

I cannot solicit nor accept donation.  I was instructed by Papa Martin NOT to work on 

anything else, NOT to go on welfare and to work full time on the H. MARTIN 

FOUNDATION.  I asked Papa Martin, “Papa, how will I live?  I have a six year old 

daughter to feed?”  And he answered me, “Flor, you are not working for me, you are 

working for GOD”. It took seventeen years of life’s journey working full time on H. 

MARTIN FOUNDATION without salary and just believing and having the FAITH in GOD 

to get to where we are today.  With the guidance of GOD’s Holy Spirit, GOD orchestrated 

events and GOD-sent people, I and the Volunteers and Leaders of the H. MARTIN 

FOUNDATION finished the work last December 24, 2013.   
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NOTE:  The Funds from the Global Collateral Accounts is NOT something to just give 
away.  What to expect after the Event? Yes, it is intended for the benefit and for the 
good of the people and our world but GOD is a “GOD of order”, for it is written in the Word 
of GOD that there will be a time when “Man will reap the fruits of his labor”.  It is through 
the GOD-given Program below that these funds will be utilized to materialize the spiritual 
program of GOD.  
 

THE PROGRAM of the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services 

I was directed by the Founder / World Chairman of the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far 
East Humanitarian Services (HMF), Abba Martin Eddy Hornido Tirwatadinata, to work now 
with his assets to get in an investment Program where 100% of the profits will be 
utilized to FUND humanitarian programs and projects globally.  We would like to 
collaborate with the Government of the Republic of the United States of America 
and other countries thereafter. 

In the event of a global financial collapse, the physical assets are ready to back up 
the bonds/notes.  In the event that the Private Placement Program (PPP) or 
Quantitative Easing is no longer viable, GOD has given to me the SOLUTION, a 
“Global HMF Assets Management and Banking Program” that is doable to use, 
which will “REVOLUTIONIZE” the global economy and instill honesty and 
transparency because all involved will be interdependent of each other. We are not 
going to reinvent the wheel.  We will just improve what we currently have but 
COLLABORATION is a must. 
 
This GOD – given Global Banking Program using the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION’s 
physical assets as well as significant depository assets in 100+ countries / global 
collateral assets (Japan, China, Korea, Australia, Russia, Germany, London, 
Switzerland, Canada, United States of America, Middle East such as Iraq, United 
Arab Emirates, etc.) once managed in a harmonious manner will generate 
everlasting funding for the Foundation’s projects worldwide. This will greatly benefit 
the Republic of the United States of America and the people of the world. Properly 
using the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION assets as leverage, in collaboration with  the 
Government of the Republic of the United States of America, we (HMF + the 
Government of the Republic of the United States of America) can attain to become 
the “HEAD and NOT the TAIL” and make the GOOD to TRIUMPH over evil. 
 
The H. MARTIN FOUNDATIONFar East Humanitarian Services (HMF) is now ready 
with the following: 

A. Over-all GLOBAL HUMANITARIAN PROGRAM 

 The PROGRAM how we are going to operate globally; 

 The STRUCTURE how funds of this great magnitude will be spent; 

 The proposed avenue to dispense the funds globally to enforce honesty 
and transparency so it will reach the recipients. 
 

B. MODEL PROJECTS 

 To be implemented in each and every community, city, state and country 
which will provide services and create jobs essentially in every field. 
 

These PROGRAMS and MODEL PROJECTS are now ready for presentation to 
the Government of the Republic of the United States of America (and 
Governments of other countries thereafter) to materialize the HMF Program / 
Vision globally with the help of the human resources and advance technology  
the US Government have. 

C. PEOPLE / LEADERS 

 The PROJECTLEADERS in the area of Health, Education, Housing, 
Livelihood, Ecology, Strategic, Research and Development, etc. who will 
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help convey the Vision and lead in the implementation of the different 
humanitarian programs and projects are now lined up and connected with 
the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services.  

 

In collaboration with the National / State and Local Government, the leaders of 
existing Charitable Organizations, Foundations and Humanitarian Agencies can be 
summoned and group together to help create a “complete model project” in every area 
of the different fields of humanitarian. Once the “complete model projects” are achieved, 
these can simultaneously be implemented, because many of these organizations are 
already established in different countries. Starting with the “MODEL PROJECT”, the H. 
MARTIN Global Community Center (plus the name of the city or community), an 
“HMF Humanitarian Services Mall”, we can house in one site the different humanitarian 
agencies that will help in the implementation for each and every city or community. 

The different PROGRAMS and PROJECTS once FUNDED by HMF and implemented by 
collaborating government and humanitarian agencies, will provide services and create 
the very much needed jobs all over the world.  Everyone involved in the implementation 
will receive honorarium / salary with complete benefits.  All the humanitarian services that 
will be provided such as Free Childcare and After School Programs, Complete Scholarship 
Programs, etc., will become part of the benefits of the people working on the projects. (Go 
to www.hmartinfoundation.org, then click on YouTube) This will help uplift the standard of 
living of individuals, children and families and boost the economy of each and every 
country thereby fulfilling the Founder’s Vision, “Life in Its Fullness” for all the people of 
the world. 
 
Jobs will be created globally with the implementation of the HMF Programs and 
Projects in COLLABORATION with each and every Government (National / State & 
Local Government) and existing Charitable Organizations, Foundations and 
Humanitarian Agencies. COLLABORATION is very important 1.) to have uniformity 
of programs and projects to be implemented;  2.) to standardize the process to 
hasten the implementation of programs and projects; and most importantly 3.) to 
streamline the FUNDING process. This will boost the economy of each and of every 
country thereby fulfilling the Founder’s Vision, “Life in Its Fullness” for all the people 
of the world. 
 

 After seventeen years of working on the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION without salary, I have 

incurred more than a million dollars combined personal loans and participation by HMF 

volunteers. These personal loans and “voluntary participations” by the HMF volunteers 

in the form of Time, Talent & Treasure are very much documented.  These help 

materialized the Visions GOD has given us in the form of:  TEMPORARY/VIRTUAL 

OFFICES since 2004 to the present; HMF HUMANITARIAN PROFILE BOOKS that 

depicts how HMF is going to operate globally, HMF Doctrine, HMF Constitution and By-

Laws, etc.; BOOKS on The Proposed HUMANITARIAN COLLABORATIVE 

AGREEMENTS (HCA) for participating organizations and different governments, etc.; 

VIDEOS and BROCHURES to introduce HMF; VIDEOS and BROCHURES of 

Roadmaps to Participation by Collaborating Organizations and the different Governments; 

VIDEOS of different PROGRAMS and PROJECTS to be implemented globally;  

FOLDERS, LETTERHEADS, CALLING CARDS and thousands of LETTERS & 

POSTAGE to bring awareness of HMF’s Programs and existence; different 

INVITATIONS, PROGRAMS, STREAMERS, FOOD & DRINKS to serve  whenever we 

do HMF PRESENTATIONS to introduce HMF, prepare the projects and find our co-

leaders in the different cities here in California (2004-2013), Korea (2001-2004) and the 

Philippines (1996-2009).   
 
All of the things I mentioned above are in preparation for the COLLABORATION by the 
H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services with the government of 
the Republic of the United States of America and other countries thereafter. The H. 
MARTIN FOUNDATION is a Spiritual Program being materialized, hence a Paradigm shift.  
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It is a joint project under the management of GOD and man. (Relationship with GOD 
through prayer while we work / “Ora Et Labora” to seek the greatest Source of 
Knowledge).   Each one’s participation is essential for its success.  Desire for change and 
for the betterment of our world is the key to attain peace, new heaven on earth where 
greed and anger will be stamped out by reason, love and compassion, a fulfillment of 
every promise.  As expected, there is so much opposition. The enemy has twisted the 
truth and has done a campaign to smear and discredit the works that were put together by 
GOD’s people. 
 
So much work is yet to be done and we cannot do it without GOD and the participation of 
good-hearted Leaders who are in the position.  May the good Lord touch their heart and 
guide each one on how we can work together in keeping and preserving the constitutional 
rights the Founding Fathers of this great nation (GOD Bless America!) has set forth and 
make it as the foundation to make our world a better place to live. 
 
In the event of a global financial collapse, the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East 
Humanitarian Services is ready with the PROGRAM, PROJECTS and PEOPLE (to 
include all the people of the world).  With the assets of the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION 
(gold in the banks and mountains full of physical gold, platinum, barrels & barrels of 
diamonds, gem stones etc., as well as significant depository assets worldwide / global 
collateral accounts) to back-up the PROGRAM, PROJECTS and PEOPLE, the H. 
MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services is READY, WILLING AND 
ABLE to SUPPORT THE RESTORATION of the REPUBLIC OF THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA, to keep and preserve its sovereignty for the current and future 
generations to come.  
 
Sincerely yours, 
 
 
 
Ms. Flor L. Villapando 
Vice-World Chairman, Treasurer 
& Controlling Officer, HMF-USA. 
 
cc:   Abba Martin Eddy Hornido Tirwatadinata, Founder / World Chairman, Sole Funder 

and Sole Signatory of the Funds. 
 
 


